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Source Provider for
All Your Telecom
Services Needs
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Telecommunications
Services

Testimonial: “With all of the recent
construction in our area we were
experiencing unavoidable outages.
Something had to be done. E-TEL
delivered with stellar results. We were
skeptical of the SD-WAN solution at first,
but after the proof of concept we were
hooked. We connected our current
circuit, new backup cable internet, and
a 4G passive router. The SD-WAN
aggregated the connections, nearly
doubled our bandwidth and gave us
completely seamless failover. The reports
and stats are a huge bonus for us, too.”

The telecommunications landscape can be confusing,
time consuming and unnecessarily expensive for IT
managers who don’t speak the telecom language. As
your trusted telephony and telecom advocate, we
speak the language of telecom and can help your
business strategize, source, and implement the best
carrier services solution for your business. We can help
with everything from a legacy PBX transition to the
Cloud, to optimizing your connectivity with SD-WAN.
Our primary goal is to ensure that you receive the best
possible solution that maps and scales to your business
objectives.

WHY WORK WITH US?

E-TEL, your single source and total
Technology Solutions Partner
E-TEL combines IT solutions experience with carrier
services expertise to deliver you the optimal
collaboration and network solutions to reach your
business goals. When partnering with us, you receive:
 Experienced knowledgeable pros
 Detailed systems requirements analysis
 Multiple, unbiased provider options
 A single point of contact

Wide Area Network
(WAN)
WANs empower remote users to
communicate and collaborate
securely under one network, no
matter where they are. SD-WAN,
EVPN, MPLS, VPLS, Broadband, FTTI,
xDSL, fiber, copper EFM, HCF, 3G/4G,
and point-to-point: All serve a
specific purpose and each has
strengths and weaknesses based
upon an organization’s geographic
and budgetary constraints

SD-WAN
Ask us about SD-WAN and how it
can improve your overall quality of
experience and connections to
the Cloud

Ethernet

SIP Trunking
SIP Trunking allows businesses to
reap VoIP-like benefits with legacy
systems, without investing in new
infrastructure. SIP has very
disruptive pricing models that can
drive significant savings to your
bottom line while extending the
useful life of your premise based
hardware. Using SIP, you can
consolidate all your
communication systems, including
data and voice into one bill and a
single point of contact.

MPLS

ABOUT US
E-TEL designs and delivers
Voice, Video, Data and
Cabling solutions that
help companies execute
their strategic goals.
Our focus? Every business
is unique, so we start with
listening to the needs of
our clients, and then
exceed those needs in
every way.
Call us today to learn
more about what
Telecommunications
services are right for your
business.

Multiprotocol Label Switching
(MPLS) is a highly scalable
packet-switched private network
solution that increases traffic
performance in high usage
networks, reduces network
congestion and results in an
overall better system admin and
user experience.

Utilizing the right Ethernet carrier
with the right cost effective solution
allows organizations to deliver
data, information, and applications
securely over both Local Area and
Wide Area Networks reliably and
securely.

Broadband
Broadband today is about more
than just high speed Internet
connections in the office. In
today’s business environment, it’s
about having a connection
wherever your employees need it.
Whether DSL, Cable, or FTTI, Wi-Fi
connectivity, or Mobile
Broadband, all broadband
networks are not created equal.
Each carrier displays unique
strengths and weaknesses
depending on the region of the
country you’re located, your
business structure, and your
vertical.

“Business communications and carrier services
are no longer just a required cost of doing
business. In today’s landscape, optimal
communications services are a strategic
differentiator and competitive advantage.”
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